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Abstract: Transportation infrastructure projects are often large in scale, and they require lots of long-term and concentrated funds, which is different from investments like stocks. With long-term saving function, life insurance funds own lots of stable long-term funds, whose nature matches the characteristics of infrastructure project gains, and can invest in large-scale transportation infrastructure and serve as a source of funds for long-term and stable investment in transportation infrastructure. It is necessary to fully understand the significance of life insurance fund investment in transportation infrastructure, and explore and study the similarities between life insurance fund and transportation infrastructure fund. This paper analyzes the significance of life insurance funds investing in transportation infrastructure construction, and argues that the role of life insurance funds investing in transportation infrastructure should be valued from the perspectives of macro environment, preservation and appreciation, regulatory system and cross-industry competition. By studying the characteristics of life insurance funds and the practice of life insurance funds investing in transportation infrastructure, the conclusion is that life insurance funds should invest more in transportation infrastructure construction. The main ways are to increase the asset allocation of transportation infrastructure, select the investment mode scientifically and establish the risk control system pertinently.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, China continued to invest more in transportation infrastructure construction. Transportation infrastructure projects are often large in scale, and they require lots of long-term and concentrated funds, which is different from investments like stocks. This requires a certain level of initial investment to make sure the whole process of construction is fully and timely funded and project construction goes well. [3] Transportation infrastructure will maintain a high level in the middle and long term in the future, and it has attracted insurance funds, especially life insurance funds, with its great fund demand and long cycle. With long-term saving function, life insurance funds have lots of stable and long-term funds, whose nature matches the characteristics of infrastructure project gains, and can invest in large-scale transportation infrastructure and become a source of funds for long-term and stable investment in transportation infrastructure.

Life insurance fund investment in transportation infrastructure is of significance. Life insurance funds refer to capital funds, public accumulation funds, undistributed profits, reserves and other funds priced by domestic or foreign currencies of insurance group (holding) companies and insurance companies who run life insurance business. In terms of the size of capital: as of the end of 2018, the balance of insurance funds used was 16.408838 trillion yuan, up 9.97% than the beginning of the year. In light of investment structure: as of the end of 2018, deposits in banks totaled 2.43635 trillion yuan, accounting for 14.85%; bonds totaled 5.638297 trillion yuan, taking up 34.36%; stocks and securities investment funds totaled 1.921987 trillion yuan, accounting for 11.71%; other investments totaled 6.412204 trillion yuan, taking up 39.08%1. Among them, funds of life insurance companies took up over 80% of the total of the industry. Insurance funds continue to exploit their advantages, innovate methods, open up channels and increase the quality and efficiency of serving

1Statistical data from the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission Jan, 2019
the real economy, which is of significance to transportation infrastructure projects. From the perspective of life insurance funds, the changes in several aspects require life insurance funds to pay more attention to transportation infrastructure projects:

At first, new normal macro environment puts considerable pressure for life insurance funds to preserve or increase the value. In terms of the economic cycle, the world economy grows at a low speed as a whole and economic recovery is weak. Influenced by low economic growth and loose monetary policy, low interest rate or negative interest rate has become normal in the world economy. For a long time to come, gross domestic product (GDP) will slow down and economic growth will show L-shaped trend. Departments at all levels and the public have formed consistent expectations. The Chinese consumer market is expected to exceed 40 trillion yuan by 2020. Compared with price inflation and hiking asset price, interest rates in the constant return market are too low, the room for the maintenance of value and appreciation offered by the financial market is not very large at present.

Second, a continued increase in the size of capital puts considerable pressure to value preservation and appreciation. Since the State Council approved the resumption of domestic business in 1979, the insurance market have experienced great changes, insurance companies are increasingly diversified, premium income increases rapidly, types of insurance continue to increase, and an enormous amount of money is amassed. [4] Revenue from insurance premium increased from 139.321 billion yuan in 1999 to 3,801.662 billion yuan in 2018; total assets increased from 260.409 billion yuan in 1999 to 18,330,892 trillion yuan in 2018; the amount of investment has increased from 89.141 billion yuan in 1999 to 16,408,838 trillion yuan in 2018. Compared with general social capital, life insurance funds naturally match some major construction projects and people’s livelihood projects that have a huge demand for funds and a long investment period. Ever-growing business scale requires life insurance funds to make use of their unique advantages, namely long term and “conversion period”, and seize the important strategic opportunity in the national supply-side structural reform and wealth management. [5]

Third, changes in the regulatory system and the supervision system put high pressure for life insurance fund to maintain its value or appreciate. After China enacted Insurance Law in the Sixteenth National Congress of the Communist Party of China in 1995, by taking a series of measures, including the China Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC) specially established the Fund Management Regulatory Department in 2003 and implementing the new Insurance Law of 2009, channels for the use of insurance funds are gradually expanded, prompting the use of insurance fund to come to take the path of professionalism and marketization. In recent years, the CIRC offered market players more investment options by stabilizing the scope and integrating and simplifying regulations, and market and innovation incentive were significantly boosted. Investments in fields like infrastructure investment, equity investment are gradually increased, basically achieving a diversified allocation of insurance funds. The establishment of the CIRC condensed the room for regulatory arbitrage by related institutions, and it will continue to strengthen its regulation over the use of insurance funds. Solvency II regulatory system provides the use of insurance funds with room, but also raises higher requirements for risk management and the ability to invest. The Solvency II detailed quantitative capital requirements for insurance risk, market risk and credit risk, and increased qualitative risk requirements for operational risk and liquidity risk. Its influence on the use of insurance funds is mainly manifested in three aspects: meticulous and comprehensive depiction of asset risks, increased proportion of alternative investment and increasingly important investment tactics.

Fourth, cross-industry competition puts great pressure for life insurance funds to preserve or appreciate their value. Life insurance funds always face the cross-industry competition with other institutions due to product homogeneity. As the integrative development of the insurance industry and assets management industries including banking, securities, fund and trust constantly deepens, sub-industries of the assets management market, such as bank financial product and trust, have become important external factors that influence China’s use of insurance funds. Changes in the return of bank financial products have a significant influence on China’s size of insurance funds. Taking the banking industry as an example, bank financial products bear a striking resemblance to universal insurance, the main investment-oriented insurance product in the life insurance market now, in target customer, nature of capital, marketing channel and other aspects, so they are like products in the market. Moreover, there is a significant correlation between trust and the return on insurance wealth management product in China. The development of the insurance industry and the assets management market are important external and internal factors that influence China’s use of insurance funds.

2. Life Insurance Funds Naturally Match the Fund Demand of Transportation Infrastructure

In light of the fund demand of transportation infrastructure, lots of long-term financing gaps need long-term and stable funds, while life insurance funds naturally match it. At present, traditional long-term funds are highly limited and hard to meet the demand of lots of transportation infrastructures and the field of public service in the future. Different insurance investments vary in their demand for safety, liquidity, profitability and risk tolerance because their sources are

---

2The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) Supply-Side Reform Benchmark Studies on Different Reform Pathway 2016
different. In particular, life insurance funds own lots of long-term funds since they have long-term saving function, and its nature matches the characteristics of infrastructure project gains, so it can be used for investing in large infrastructure projects. Long-term and interest margin are the unique advantages of infrastructure assets. Transportation infrastructure construction is characterized by large scale, relatively stable return and so on, consistent with the characteristics and investment objectives of insurance funds and naturally compatible with insurance fund. Life insurance funds can be a long-term and stable source of investment fund for infrastructure, especially transportation infrastructure, and its role and meaning are increasingly prominent.

The characteristics of transportation infrastructure accord with the needs of life insurance funds. As a large-scale project, transportation infrastructure has the following characteristics: first, long investment cycle and slow investment recovery. The duration of a long-term collaborative project is around 25 to 35 years or even longer, and only after a certain operating cycle can it achieve the recovery of project investment. Second, high initial investment and stable return. Infrastructure construction constantly increases demand, and its initial investment must reach a certain level, to make sure the whole construction process is fully and timely funded and the construction goes well. Third, resist inflation and achieve the appreciation of assets. Normally, an inflation adjustment mechanism will be established for premiums. From the perspective of long-term investment objectives, investing in transportation infrastructure can resist inflation risk indeed, and it is an effective investment channel to maintain the value of assets. Fourth, less affected by the economic cycle. General business decisions match the economic cycle. When the economy grows fast, production and operation will be expanded, while production as well as production and operational costs will be reduced in case of economic depression. Nonetheless, transportation infrastructure construction is different from general business operations in some ways that infrastructure is indispensable regardless of economic situation. In case of economic depression or tight fiscal policy, to stabilize the economy, we should energetically build infrastructures, which are less affected by the economic cycle.

Although how domestic and foreign scholars represent the principles of the use of life insurance funds are different in details, their thoughts reflected are basically consistent. In general, they all stress three principles, namely safety, return and liquidity. Since transportation infrastructure construction has a stable cash flow and more flexible systematic risk, it deviates from the fluctuations of other asset prices to some degree. Reasonable investment can help life insurance funds effectively prevent risks and preserve or increase their value. On the whole, transportation infrastructure construction has something in common. First, the consistency of principles. Life insurance funds pay attention to safety, liquidity and profitability (appreciation) in terms of investment principle. Meanwhile, transportation infrastructure construction has corresponding requirements in these three aspects, and safety should be put first for the investment of life insurance funds. Second, compatibility of goals. Life insurance products gradually become a basic risk management and wealth management method for governments, companies and residents, a major channel to improve the level of assurance and ensure the quality, and an effective tool for the government to enhance public service and strengthen social management. Third, they need and promote each other. Life insurance funds need to achieve diversification in the form of investment and may increase investment in transportation infrastructure. The supply of life insurance funds is highly consistent with the fund demand of transportation infrastructure. Both are policy-oriented, long-term, safe and large-scale. Policy means both are policy-oriented. Long-term means life insurance fund investment requires a large sum of money and a long and stable investment period, while the financing of transportation infrastructure also needs a large amount of capital and its investment recovery takes a longer time.

### 3. Life Insurance Investment in Infrastructure Construction Is Experienced in Practice

From the perspective of transportation infrastructure, financing activities conducted by foreign transportation infrastructure constructions are mostly for expressways or national arterial highways. [6] Although each of their expressway financing models has their own characteristics, these models can be roughly divided into the following three types according to the source of fund: central financial system, special fund system and project financing. Besides these three common investment and financing models, project financing—concession contract-based road concession system are widely adopted in the field of road construction in foreign countries. Besides developed countries, some developing countries also successfully raised funds for the construction of expressways by adopting concession, such as the North–South Expressway in Malaysia and Bangkok Phase II Expressway in Thailand. Since the concession system of project financing has clear financiers, for directly using transferee’ funds or issuing corporate bonds and raising stocks and funds, the financing costs can be paid back with project gains, which makes financing more flexible and increases fund utilization rate and is a helpful supplement to traditional investment and financing systems for roads of different countries. [7]

Foreign life insurance funds invest in the construction of transportation infrastructure in two ways, namely direct investment and indirect investment. Direct investment is about setting up a private equity fund to establish and operate an infrastructure project, while indirect investment packs assets into securitized products for sale or set up a trust fund to manage clients’ funds. Return on investment in infrastructure project is only lower than other forms of investment. [8] In light of international experience, life insurance fund investing in toll roads through the capital market and other real estates
and toll roads financing through the capital market is universal. Foreign countries already do not simply take investing in infrastructure or other real estates as a way to spread risk, rather, they increasingly treat it as a major means to gain return on investment. Insurance companies in the United States, Japan, Germany, South Korea, Singapore and other countries have a certain proportion of real estate investment to total assets. However, the possession of real estates or direct investment in it are equity investment, but this kind of asset is considered as unfit for life insurance companies due to the uncertainty of its cash flow, the proportion of this kind of asset to the portfolios of insurance companies in developed countries is not high.

In light of domestic experience, according to statistical data provided by the China Public Private Partnerships Center, PPP projects and related industries are currently concentrated. As of 2018, transportation always tops the list in terms of the number of projects, total amount of investment, number of projects launched and other aspects. Therefore, in principle, life insurance funds should choose the optimal transportation infrastructure construction project to invest in from the abovementioned industries.

4. Conclusion

Life insurance fund usually has the characteristics of fund safety, large quantity, long term and low cost. Transportation infrastructure projects usually have the characteristics of long cycle, high investment security and stable income, compared to other investment projects. The investment of life insurance funds in transportation infrastructure projects can effectively disperse the investment risks of capital market insurance institutions and provide appropriate sources of funds for the projects. Transportation infrastructure projects can provide stable cash flow for insurance institutions during future operations. Life insurance capital investment in transportation infrastructure has three advantages. First, there is plenty of money. At present, the construction of transportation infrastructure in China mainly involves the infrastructure of national economy and people's livelihood, such as railway, high-speed and other aspects. A key feature of such projects is that they require large amounts of money. At the same time, insurance funds have the characteristics of large scale and sufficient funds. Second, the investment term is long. The investment construction and payback period of transportation infrastructure projects are generally more than ten years. In the early stages of construction, it is necessary to invest a lot of money. Bank financing institutions can have limited medium- and long-term loan funds. However, in terms of insurance funds, the long investment period is one of its biggest advantages. The life insurance and pension insurance have a relatively long term. Life insurance fund investment can be extended to 10-30 years, both match perfectly. Third, risk appetite is low. Transportation infrastructure project reduces the overall risk of the project through reasonable risk allocation principle, and the government expenditure responsibility has been included in the fiscal budget, so the payment risk is less. A common low-risk appetite allows life insurance funding to match perfectly with transport infrastructure projects.

Life insurance capital investment in transportation infrastructure has a good basis for cooperation and development prospects. In terms of cooperation basis, the characteristics of life insurance funds are highly compatible with the key points of financing needs of transportation infrastructure. The investment and operation principles of life insurance funds are similar to the characteristics of transportation infrastructure projects. There is a certain degree of homology between the investment preference of funds and the attributes of projects. The cooperation between life insurance fund and transportation infrastructure is highly feasible. We should appropriately increase the life insurance investment in transportation infrastructure, draw lessons from domestic and foreign experience, and increase the life insurance investment in transportation infrastructure projects.

5. Policy Suggestions

5.1. Increase Assets Allocated to Transportation Infrastructure

During “the 12th Five-Year Plan” period, various modes of transportation grew rapidly in China, integrated transportation system was constantly improved, planned targets and missions were well completed, and the requirements of socioeconomic development were meet on the whole. Transportation infrastructure has invested 13.4 trillion yuan in total, 1.6 times higher than that during “the 11th Five-Year Plan” period, and it ranked first in the world in terms of high speed railway operating mileage, expressway traffic mileage, urban rail transit operating mileage, and the average number of berths in coastal port at million tons level and above. Meanwhile, the development of natural gas pipeline network accelerated, and a network of transportation infrastructure took shape. The “13th Five-Year Plan” for Modern Integrated Transportation System issued by the State Council proposed to basically set up a safe, convenient, efficient and green modern integrated transportation system and let some regions and fields be the first to basically realize the modernization of transportation by 2020. Besides, it is necessary to establish and perfect central-local investment linkage mechanism, and optimize the way of arranging government investments. Based on the pilots, we should accelerate the application and popularity of public-private partnership (PPP) model in the field of transportation and encourage the involvement in the construction, operation and maintenance of transportation projects through concession, government purchasing services and other means. Then, more financial support should be given to policy-oriented and development finance institutions on the premise of controllable risk, the scale of direct financing should be expanded, and we should support insurance funds to join the construction of major transportation infrastructures in various ways, including creditor’s rights and stock rights. Hebei Province is an...
important logistics center and passenger transfer station in China. Plan for Coordinated Development of the Integrated Transportation in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region (2014-2020) proposed that the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region will focus on creating a regional axis for urban and rural development based on the existing channels and patterns, promote interconnectivity between cities, and advance the transformation from a radial channel pattern with one center to the gridded pattern of “four ordinates, four horizontal axes and one ring”.

5.2. Choose Investment Model in a Scientific Way

Insurance fund investment in infrastructure construction may choose debt investment model or equity investment model. [21] The specific form of debt investment model is bond-type trust plan, equity investment model includes direct equity investment, industrial investment fund and asset securitization, etc. [22] An insurance company may select a corresponding investment model according to project characteristics. Equity investment is demanding for insurance companies, as it needs related professionals who are familiar with the field of infrastructure, but its return is normally higher than that of debt investment model. For example, some projects that have the potential to get listed may choose equity investment in order to obtain high return when listed. The duration of an equity investment project is generally longer than that of a debt investment project, so if the future direction of a project is uncertain or it is not easy to exit, one may choose debt investment and gain principal and interest when due.

5.3. Establish a Targeted Risk Control System

The characteristics of life insurance fund naturally match it naturally with transportation infrastructure, but it is necessary to design a corresponding system for its risks and pay attention to the following aspects since transportation infrastructure is relatively complicated. [23] First, we should pay attention to government credit and fiscal capacity. The ability to fulfill and economic strength of local government become important factors that determine the success of operation, so when we chooses a local government for cooperation, we should pay close attention to its credit history, financial capacity, GDP and growth rate, general public budgets, revenues and expenses, and meanwhile ask local governments to list fiscal expenditure of the cooperative project among in the financial budget and medium- and long-term financial plan of that year. [24] Besides, we should pay attention to credit and strength of industrial funder. Since life insurance funds pursue safe profit, and transportation infrastructure contains some risks, we should choose a suitable industrial funder as the partner, then its scale, qualification, performance, market, strength, credit rating and partnership with local government are the key indicators that an insurance company must measure. [25] Next, we should pay attention to compliance and economic evaluation of the project itself, thoroughly study various normative documents, choose those transportation infrastructure projects that meet procedural requirements, and avoid the situation where the launch and advancement of the project is affected by compliance-induced controversy. Before investing in a project, life insurance funds need to intervene into consultation and negotiation with the industrial funder at the earlier stage of the project, conduct a thorough feasibility study, set up a complete financial analysis model, estimate economic indicators and decide whether they can guarantee investment and meet investment demand.
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